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History has an interesting but yet realistic approach to Chinese culture in few hundred

years, which also takes effect in different attitudes in receiving Western culture. Those

are,"Overall Westernized","Based on Chinese Culture and Applied with Western

Culture", and "Recover Chinese Based Culture" etc. This book, based on our historic

revolution and relevant expectations on "Nation Design Culture", makes its attempt to

interpret its overall perspectives to investigate design culture. Viewed from wider per-

spectives in this, this book examines design styles and culture signs from different

angles, such as design history, art history, and human culture history etc. Furthermore,

this investigates deep into every stage of possibilities in cultural transmission with The

Origins of Semiotics. After all, it presents theory that constructs cultural signs to per-

form into reality perspective.

History of human cultural design itself is a process of integration. Through communica-

tion of different cultures, it somehow causes exchange of design signs. Therefore,

through hundred years of communications with Western culture, we have somehow been

westernized. Although we still take Chinese foods as major, but our clothing and living

styles have already been westernized. Although this is a trend that the world has been

westernized and this has brought many different values, such as industrial production,

modern technology, and democratic politics system, when we receive most of cultural

signs and perspectives from the West, should we still be able to keep our individual

thoughts? Choosing between design cultures, if we haven't experienced conscious retro-

spect and thinking, it will eventually keep ourselves from other opportunities. Other than

our living styles at present, we also think to explore into thinking area, which is to self-

update values and creation standards in design cultures. Facing these topics in 21st

Century when Chinese culture is again developed is most unlikely understood and con-

trolled. 

The publishing of this book aims to encourage national and global Chinese, the new

generation, would deeply appreciate importance of updating Chinese signs. In this topic,

anthropologists tend to be more tolerable in receiving multiple types of cultures, instead

of seeing culture as one straight-line development, after middle of 20th Century.

Moreover, it seems that modernism has ended its climax time, and multiple "cultural

signs" after 1970 has earned ultimate opportunities. Therefore, it is possible for each cul-

ture to gain new elements from other cultures, in order to fit in new styles. Design prob-

lems, after now, are no longer single way output, but inputting useful contributions from
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each culture for our next generation to build a new design culture. We must get hold of

this chance, so we can perform well of updating and rebuilding self-cultural signs and

cultural communications.

At the end, we would like to emphasize that this book is made for "future of entire

Chinese people". At present, it takes more patience for Taiwan society to accept this

topic, "culture" or "culture recognition". In Taiwan, culture has become a topic of con-

science. Everyone seems to have their own believes; therefore, is hard to find an answer

through debates. Therefore, "the Race Style" written in this book is not limited to any

kind, but the definition of self-transfer conscience. Therefore, style theories are mutually

communicated. In the future, Taiwan culture development will still arise attention as it is

today, either appreciated by the whole world, or restrained to oneself and one style, as

"Taiwan style", these two choices are not able to be judged by right or false. Moreover,

they are not contradictive to one another. Anyways, we hope that designers in new gen-

eration make good use of race tradition, the universal perspectives of "Everything is

Feeling", and prove with scientific attitudes, so we can together create a new path to our

race style and develop new success.

We give special thanks to National Taiwan Art Education Center, for publishing of this

book. We also thank you Mr. Lin Hsing-Yueh, Wang Hsia-Chun, and all professionals in

arts consent us for using photos, and jointly promote cultures and arts, in order that

national design industries will be appreciated once again. Many of photo copyrights in

this book are generated from Mainland China, including State Cultural Relics Bureau,

Beijing Rizhijingyuan Books Co., Ltd., Shanghai Chinese Classics, Shanghai

Lexicographical Publishing House, and China Youth publishers. This book is made for

"future of entire Chinese people", and aims for purpose of developing entire race,

instead of using for business. If we have not put all of you in this list, please forgive us.

Sincerely appreciated.

Applied Art Department, Fu Jen Catholic University

Nov 12, 2005
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